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Grid Calibration by Coordinate
Transfer

LAWRENCE W. FRITZ

National Ocean Survey, NOAA 
Rockville, Md.

ABSTRACT. An operational technique is described for providing precise grid coordinates for an 
uncalibrated grid. The demand for calibrated grids to provide quality control of two-axis 
comparators has increased substantially by the rapid international growth of analytical 
photogramme try.

For the grid calibration technique termed “coordinate transfer,” a precisely calibrated Master 
grid is used as a reference standard from which a second-generation calibrated grid may be 
obtained. The inherent two-dimensional geometric strength, as well as the absolute scale of the 
Master, is transferred to the uncalibrated grid in a manner similar to the method employed in the 
transferring of absolute scale from a precisely calibrated linear scale to a grid in the trilateration 
technique of grid calibration. Test results and relative accuracies of two grid calibration methods 
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The primary use of a precisely calibrated grid plate is 

to provide a standard for the metric calibration of two- 
axis precision comparators. Such use improves the 
attainable coordinate measurement accuracy of the 
comparators. The use of a precision X, Y grid plate 
rather than a precision linear scale for comparator 
calibration is justified by the realization that the 
redundancy of grid intersections will enhance the valid
ity of the calibration. More importantly, the use of a 
grid will permit determination of the skewness of the 
axes and the degree, if any, of interdependence of the 
axes as a part of the calibration.

Grid calibration is the determination of the absolute 
rectangular coordinate positions of selected grid line 
intersections of a glass grid plate. The ideal method of 
determination is to apply the principle of trilateration 
(Malhotra 1968, Poetzschke 1967). By this method, a 
series of independent diagonal and side-length distance 
measurements between the selected grid intersections are 
compared with their corresponding distance measure

ments on a precisely calibrated1 glass scale. The mea
surements should be made on a 1-micrometer (jum) or 
better “least count” comparator. This “trilateration” 
method is considered a “null” method as it involves 
difference measurements only, which in effect virtually 
eliminate any personal, mechanical, or environmental 
biases.

The trilateration of a glass grid plate involves a 
minimum of 16 comparator pointings necessary to 
establish one distance (length) measurement; that is, 
four pointings at each end intersection of the grid length 
plus four pointings at each end tick of the corresponding 
linear-scale distance. This means that for a grid of 25 
equally spaced selected intersections, a minimum of 
2,560 pointings are required to provide the necessary 
160 independently measured lengths. The measuring 
process is slowed considerably by the frequent shifting

1 The glass scale should be so precisely calibrated that it can be 
treated as absolute (errorless) in the ensuing trilateration 
adjustment.
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of the glass scale. It is estimated that the minimum time 
required for a single operator to obtain a single set of 
measurements by this method is about 80 hours.

As a direct consequence of the tedious and time- 
consuming measuring technique involved in trilateration, 
the alternative coordinate transfer method was de
veloped to succeed (but not to replace) it. The need for 
precisely calibrated plates has increased because of the 
increasing use of two-axis comparators; this need justi
fied the development of the “coordinate transfer” 
method of grid calibration. This method takes advantage 
of the inherent two-dimensional geometrical strength, as 
well as the absolute scale of a precisely trilaterated grid 
in much the same way as trilateration uses the absolute 
scale of a calibrated glass scale. The effort expended 
using the coordinate transfer technique requires approxi
mately 40 pointings per selected grid intersection; that 
is, for the Master calibrated grid plate and for the 
uncalibrated grid plate, a series of five direct pointings of 
the grid intersection for each of four plate rotations 
(cases) is recommended. This means that a minimum of 
only 1,000 pointings is required for a 25-intersection 
grid. A conservative time estimate for this measuring 
process is about 12 hours by one operator for a single set 
(eight cases) of measurements.

Advocates of both the trilateration and coordinate 
transfer methods recommend that three sets of measure
ments be performed, each by a different operator, for a 
truly complete grid calibration.

THE COORDINATE TRANSFER METHOD 
The accuracy of this method is dependent primarily on 

the capabilities and stability of the comparator and the 
accuracy of the master grid coordinates used. The 
desirable basic comparator and environmental require

ments are:
(1) adherence to Abbe’s comparator principle 

(Schwidefsky 1960) as closely as possible,
(2) two mechanically independent axes,
(3) least count of 1 Idm or better,
(4) mechanically capable of 1 or better accuracy 

after application of comparator calibration cor
rections, and

(5) thermal stability during measuring period (3 
days or more).

Measurement procedures recommended are a mini
mum of five pointings, preferably independent, per grid 
intersection. An additional closeout set of three point
ings on the first grid intersection read is desirable to 
ensure comparator stability during the measurement 
period. When independent pointings are not possible, 
five replicative (International Society for Photogram-

metry 1964) pointings per intersection should be made, 
with additional replications, in groups of three, if the 
initial pointing spread exceeds 3 fim. Only obvious 
pointing blunders should be rejected by the operator.

The recommended measurement process requires each 
operator to measure a grid plate completely four times, 
once in each of four successive 90° rotations of the grid 
on the comparator. This procedure has the beneficial 
effects of:

(1) minimizing any systematic residual comparator 

errors,
(2) nullifying operator pointing biases, and
(3) statistically improving the final result through 

redundancy of observations.
Experience has demonstrated that the use of three 

operators, each measuring four 90 cases, provides 
sufficient redundancy to ensure a valid set of accurate 
measurements of the grid. The use of three operators 
will tend to minimize the effects of personal errors as 
well as short-term residual biases of the comparator. All 
grid measurements should be made in as short a 
timespan as possible to minimize the influence of 
environmental and other time-related changes. The grid 
plates to be measured should be “seasoned’ on the 
comparator before measurement to prevent dimensional 
changes of the grid during the initial measurement 
period.

The general procedure for measurement and data 
reduction is outlined by the following steps.

(1) Have three operators each measure one set 
(four cases) of the Master (trilateration cali
brated) grid. One case consists of measure
ments of all grid intersections in one plate 
position on the comparator. The grid must be 
rotated consecutively by 90° after each case to 
fulfill the set.

(2) Determine the comparator calibration correc
tion parameters from the measurements of the 
Master grid. These correction parameters 
should include as a minimum the three linear 
parameters: x-scale, y-scale, and lack-of-
orthogonality-of-axes angle. Nonlinear correc
tion parameters are also desirable, especially 
for lead-screw comparators.

(3) Immediately following the Master grid mea
surements, have three operators measure the 
uncalibrated grid on the same comparator (one 
set each).

(4) Apply the comparator calibration correction 
parameters to the uncalibrated grid measure
ments to obtain 12 cases of orthogonal grid 
coordinates.
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(5) Transform each case of grid coordinates into a 
common orientation system by performing a 
least-squares adjustment. This adjustment in
volves two translation parameters and one 
rotation parameter and is commonly called a 
two-dimensional Helmert transformation, or a 
center of gravity coordinate transformation. 
Choose an appropriate set of coordinates to be 
adjusted to for the common orientation sys
tem, such as ideal “square” coordinates (the 
manufacturer’s intended coordinates). This 
step provides 12 cases of orthogonal grid 
coordinates in a common orientation system. 
An evaluation or plot of these 12 determina
tions provides a logical point for rejecting any 
previously undetected observation blunders.

(6) Obtain the mean of the coordinates of each 
grid intersection to obtain a provisional set of 
grid values. When measuring operators are 
unequally skilled, a weighted mean set of grid 
coordinates should also be computed. The 
most appropriate choice of weights is the 
inverse of the pointing-precision-variance for 
each case, which is determined from the 
replicated comparator measurements. This may 
provide a more meaningful and; compatible set 
of provisional grid values.

(7) “Best fit” each case of grid coordinates (from 
either step 4 or step 5) to the provisional set of 
grid values, using the two-dimensional Helmert 
transformation. However, this time the adjust
ment should allow an overall scale change of 
each case. This is a smoothing process intended 
to remove additional systematic differences 
(primarily due to thermal effects) between 
cases of measurements.

(8) Compute a coordinate standard deviation (mc.) 
for each of the newly oriented orthogonalized 
cases from the provisional mean set of grid 
values. These standard deviations provide an 
indication of the precision of the grid calibra
tion. The pooled standard deviation (ra_) pro
vides the grid calibration precision, as it is the 
standard error of an observation of unit weight 
for all 12 cases, assuming that all observations 
are of equal quality.

- *,)2 + (Ji - 7i)2

2 (p - 1)
(1)

m
2

c

n
i <

1=1
n

(2)

where: p = number of grid intersections, 
n = number of cases.

(9) Obtain the mean of the 12 determinations of 
each grid intersection (from step 7) to obtain 
the final calibrated coordinate values of the 
grid.
Again, make an auxiliary computation to ob
tain a weighted mean set of grid values. 
Appropriate weights should be chosen from the 
fit (mc.) of each of the 12 cases to the mean 
(provisional) set of grid values.
This computation should provide more accu
rate calibrated grid values when the individual 
case determination variances, mjC, have a large 
dispersion.

(10) Compute the precision statistics of the final 
mean (weighted) coordinates for each grid 
intersection and for all grid intersections 
(under the premise that they are all of equal 
quality). Make computations to include the 
standard deviation of a coordinate observation 
of unit weight (m^, my), the standard devia
tion of a grid intersection observation of unit 
weight (mpt), the standard deviation of 
weighted mean coordinate (ra*, my), and the 
standard deviation of weighted mean grid 
intersection (ra^y). (See equations (9) through 
(i6)).

Some of the subtleties implied in the procedure are 
commented upon here.

The uncalibrated grid need not possess the same 
dimensions nor the same number of grid intersections as 
the Master grid used. However, the use of identically 
ruled grids placed in the same alinements on the 
comparator will greatly improve the validity of the 
comparator calibration corrections applied (step 2).

The transfer of the absolute scale of the Master grid to 
the uncalibrated grid is achieved by the application of 
the two scalars in step 4. The additional minor scaling of 
data (step 7) does not affect this transferred absolute 
scale, as the provisional set of grid values used for this 
scaling is at the mean scale of all 12 cases.

The accuracy of the final mean coordinates deter
mined for the grid, in the limiting case, approaches the 
accuracy of the Master grid used. Therefore, the use of a 
highly accurate Master grid is desirable.
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Another point to be emphasized is that although the 
outlined procedure provides a set of grid values possess
ing a high degree of internal precision, these values may 
be affected by an unremoved bias peculiar to the 
particular brand of comparator used. To determine 
whether any such biases exist, the entire procedure must 
be repeated on at least one different brand of compara
tor.

GRID 1320—A TEST CALIBRATION
A test calibration was performed to provide a compari

son of the attainable accuracies of the “trilateration” and 
“coordinate transfer” grid calibration methods. The grid 
plate chosen for calibration was a standard Wild Stereo
comparator grid plate (1320) that has finely engraved, 
10-jUm-wide grid lines spaced 1 cm apart over a 23- by 
23-cm format. A set of 25 grid intersections, symmetri
cally spaced over a 20-cm square format with 5-cm 
spacing was selected for coordinate determination.

Grid 1320 was trilateratea (Poetzschke 1967) at the 
Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen, Md., in March 
1967. The measurements were performed on a Wild 
Stereocomparator (STK-1) by one operator, using a 
calibrated 30-cm glass scale that has both 1-cm and 
\/2-cm graduation lines. The glass scale was calibrated by 
the Swiss Federal Bureau of Measures and Weights (at a 
temperature of 20°G), with a standard error of less than 
±1/2 jum for any graduation line.

In June 1969, grid 1320 was measured on a Mann 
two-axis monocomparator by three operators, each 
measuring four 90° rotation cases. Immediately follow
ing these measurements, the comparator was calibrated. 
This calibration was based on the measurement of the 
precisely calibrated grid 773 (Poetzschke 1967) by three 
operators, each measuring four 90 rotation cases. The 
Master grid 773 had been calibrated previously by a 
weighted mean of four complete sets of trilateration 
measurements made by four operators. The trilateration 
coordinates have been updated subsequently through 
evaluation of several years of comparator calibration 
measurements on several brands of comparators. The 
updated coordinate values of grid 773 have consistently 
demonstrated a coordinate standard error of less than
±0.3 jum.

In late June 1969, grid 1320 was measured on one 
stage of a Zeiss PSK stereocomparator by three opera
tors, each measuring four 90° rotation cases. The PSK 
had been calibrated 15 months earlier in the same 
manner by Master grid 773. A recalibration of the PSK 
was not deemed necessary as its calibration remains valid 
for long time periods due to its design.

Data reduction of the Mann and PSK measurements 
was performed as outlined in the previous section. The

Mann monocomparator uses lead screws and slide- 
guiding ways that introduce nonlinear errors to the 
measurements. These nonlinear errors were removed 
from the grid measurements. The PSK measurements 
were refined by linear comparator corrections only.

On the Mann comparator, the measurement of the two 
grids (773 and 1320) took a total of 24 hours by five 
operators. (One operator measured both.) The PSK 
measurements of grid 1320 alone took a total of 30 
hours by three operators. Allowing an equivalent period 
for the earlier PSK comparator calibration, this totals 60 
hours for measuring the two grids on the PSK. The 
lengthier PSK measurement time is due to its inherent 
double-pointing requirement (Schwidefsky 1960) (ob
ject pointing and then nearest PSK-grid-intersection 
pointing) and to the fact that totally independent 
pointings (repetitions) were made on the PSK whereas 
the Mann comparator measurements were replicative 
(International Society for Photogrammetry 1964).

The pointing precision for each case of measurements 
was computed by:

7= 1

(4)

where: N = i (nj) = total number of pointings,

7=1
total number of pointings of intersection y, 

P total number of grid intersections.

Since the various operators demonstrated unequal point
ing skills (table 1), the inverse pointing precision 
variances of their measurements were applied as relative 
weights in step 6:

npt

lpt

(5)

where:

— 2mpt (6)

n = total number of cases.
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TABLE 1.-—Comparator pointing precision (μm)

Case
number Operator m* my mPt

Total number 
of pointings

Master grid 773—Mann comparator 
1 1 0.78
2 .65
3 .79
4 .92

0.68
.93
.72
.71

0.74
.80
.75
.83

128
129
130
128

Operator total* .73 .71 .72 515

5 2 0.88
6 .89
7 .80
8 .93

0.74
.87

1.13
.84

0.81
.88
.98
.89

125
125
135
127

Operator total* .81 .84 .82 512

9 3 0.69
10 .68
11 .63
12 .70

0.54
.57
.60
.50

0.62
.63
.62
.61

126
127
125
126

Operator total* .62 .51 .57 504

Comparator total* .71 .69 .70 1,531

New grid 1320-Mann comparator
1 4 0.81
2 .64
3 .49
4 .57

0.56
.68
.67
.79

0.70
.66
.59
.69

129
130
130
135

Operator total* .59 .63 .61 524

5 5 0.87
6 .70
7 .88
8 .84

0.75
.95
.74
.72

0.81
.84
.81
.78

128
130
130
128

Operator total* .76 .73 .75 516

9 3 0.66
10 .65
11 .80
12 .64

0.58
.57
.50
.48

0.62
.61
.67
.57

129
127
127
126

Operator total* .64 .49 .57 509

Comparator total* .65 .62 .64 1,549

Master
1
2
3
4

 grid 773—PSK co
6

mparator
1.26

.76

.65

.75

0.78
.89
.78
.77

1.05
.83
.72
.76

123
125
125
125

Operator total* .81 .74 .78 498

TABLE 1 .—Comparator pointing precision (μm)- 
(Continued)

Case
number Operator mx my mpt

Total number 
of pointings

Master grid 773—PSK comparator (continued)
5 7 0.77 1.00 0.89
6 .79 1.21 1.02
7 .86 1.11 .99
8 .73 1.13 .95

124
125
125
125

Operator total* .73 1.02 .89 499

9 8 0.96 0.94 0.95
10 .80 .93 .86
11 1.03 1.00 1.02
12 .79 .81 .80

125
125
125
125

Operator total* .83 .85 .84 500

Comparator total* .78 .86 .82 1,497

New grid
1 
2
3
4

 1320-PSK co
9 

mparator
1.48
1.22
1.32
1.44

1.37
1.37
1.63
1.32

1.43
1.30
1.49
1.38

145
150
143
148

Operator total* 1.27 1.33 1.30 586

5 
6
7
8

10 0.87
1.01

.94

.92

0.77
.88
.87
.72

0.82
.95
.91
.83

119
125
125
150

Operator total* .86 .75 .81 519

9 
10
11
12

11 0.91
.88
.80
.88

0.78
.73
.85
.83

0.84
.80
.82
.86

125
125
125
125

Operator total* .79 .73 .76 500

Comparator total* 1.00 .98 .99 1,605

*The lines designated Operator total and Comparator total are 
the pointing precision standard deviations of all pointings by the 
operator, or on the comparator. These deviations are computed 
under the assumption that all grid intersections are of equal 
quality and therefore may be pointed upon with equal precision 
by any operator, regardless of any 90° rotation of the 
intersection.

Table 2 presents the magnitude of the scale-smoothing 
process (step 7). The standard deviations (mc.) presented 
are computed from the differences between the pre
viously orthogonalized mean-case coordinate values and
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the provisional values chosen. In this test calibration, the 
provisional values chosen are the mean coordinates 
determined from the 12 orthogonalized cases of the PSK 
that are at the scale of the Master grid (773). The scale 
factors presented (table 2) show that the maximum 
variation between any two cases of a set is equivalent to 
2.81 jum across the 20-cm plate before scaling. This scale 
discrepancy is readily explained considering a coefficient 
of thermal linear expansion of 1.3 jum/20 cm/ F for the 
Mann comparator (Mann 1966), the mean error of a 
PSK-grid intersection = ±1.5 jum (International Society 
for Photogrammetry 1960), the pointing precision of the 
comparators involved, and a least count readout of 1 /im 
for both Mann and PSK.

The grid calibration precision computed for each 
comparator (step 8, equations (1), (2)) presented as a 
standard deviation is:

12 cases Before scaling} After scaling
(3 sets) m_ om_ m_ on

Mann ±0.967jum 0.028jum ±0.933jiim 0.027jitm
PSK ±0.901/xm .027jum ±0.852jum .025jum

The standard error of a standard deviation, am_, 
indicates the reliability of the standard deviation as a 
function of the redundancy of observations (Interna
tional Society for Photogrammetry 1960).

*....... : = 0.029 m . (7)
n/4 n(p - 1)

Because the dispersion of the individual case coordi
nate-determination variances (mc. in table 2) was 
deemed significant after scaling, relative weights were 
applied to the individual case coordinate determinations 
in the final computation of means (step 9) for both 
comparator grid-coordinate determinations.

w (8)

The coordinate values for grid 1320 as determined 
independently from: one trilateration set, three com
bined Mann comparator coordinate transfer sets, and 
three combined PSK comparator coordinate transfer 
sets, are presented in table 3.

TABLE 2.—Scale smoothing process 

Mann comparator PSK comparator

Case
number

Unsealed
mc.(^m)

Scaled Scale
factor (m/m)*

Unsealed
mc.(Mm)

Scaled 
mc.(M m)

Scale
factor (m/m)*

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

0.917
.872
.963
.843

1.299
.902
.917

1.189

.815

.855

.752
1.121

0.914
.856
.957
.843

1.232
.896
.913

1.026

.726

.846

.750
1.112

0.999998898
0.999997736
1.000001561
1.000000332

0.999994281
1.000001553
1.000001077
1.000008322

0.999994879
1.000001756
1.000000867
1.000001933

0.853
1.050
1.090

.998

.676

.874

.983

.720

.953

.732

.663
1.067

0.850
.839

1.089
.896

.654

.873

.931

.686

.952

.701

.661

.965

0.999999202
1.000008777
1.000000670
1.000006146

0.999997614
0.999999372
0.999995636
1.000003102

0.999999319
1.000002987
1.000000600
0.999993742

mc = .967 .933 .901 .852

*m/m = meters per meter.
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TABLE 3.—Coordinate values (μm)—grid 1320
Trilateration set

Point # X mxi
Y my; mPti

1 -100000.39 .493 -99999.01 .493 .493
2 -50000.25 .464 -100000.87 .477 .471
3 .97 .457 -99999.74 .485 .471
4 50000.61 .464 -100001.11 .477 .471
5 100000.94 .493 -100001.08 .493 .493

6 -99999.72 .477 -49999.07 .464 .471
7 -49999.48 .436 -50000.34 .436 .436
8 1.64 .434 -49999.81 .447 .441
9 50000.98 .436 -50001.38 .436 .436

10 99999.41 .477 -50002.65 .464 .471

11 -99999.15 .485 3.05 .457 .471
12 -49999.51 .447 1.08 .434 .441
13 3.21 .415 1.91 .415 .415
14 50000.94 .447 .85 .434 .441
15 99999.28 .485 .68 .457 .471
16 -100000.78 .477 50000.79 .464 .471
17 -50001.75 .436 49999.62 .436 .436
18 .68 .434 49999.85 .447 .441
19 50000.11 .436 49998.98 .436 .436
20 99998.65 .477 49999.41 .464 .471

21 -100001.51 .493 99999.72 .493 .493
22 -50000.38 .464 99999.65 .477 .477
23 -.24 .457 100000.88 .485 .471
24 49997.48 .464 99999.61 .477 .471
25 99998.22 .493 99998.95 .493 .493

mo = 1.140 pm mpt = .462

Weighted mean of three Mann comparator coordinate
transfer sets—grid 1320

Point # X m
i

m-r.
i

Y my. m7i mpti

1 -99999.33 .837 .242 -99998.51 .746 .215 .793 .229
2 -50000.11 .720 .208 -99999.68 .839 .242 .781 .226
3 1.19 .863 .249 -99999.05 .457 .132 .690 .199
4 50002.26 .921 .266 -100001.22 .563 .162 .763 .220
5 100001.24 1.048 .303 -100001.98 .820 .237 .941 .272
6 -99998.51 .773 .223 -49999.43 .564 .163 .677 .195
7 -50000.25 .550 .159 -50000.35 .662 .191 .608 .176
8 1.04 .490 .141 -50000.59 .376 .108 .437 .126
9 50001.10 .825 .238 -50002.13 .756 .218 .791 .228

10 100000.53 .654 .189 -50003.15 .587 .169 .622 .179

11 -99998.96 .537 .155 3.38 .763 .220 .659 .190
12 -49999.54 .396 .114 1.50 .641 .185 .533 .154
13 1.93 .407 .118 1.99 .427 .123 .417 .120
14 50001.17 .574 .166 .73 .471 .136 .525 .152
15 100000.01 .763 .209 -.86 .545 .157 .640 .185
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TABLE 3.— Coordinate values (μm)—grid 1320—Continued

Weighted mean of three Mann comparator coordinate 
transfer sets—grid 1320—Continued

Point # X
xi m-r. xi

Y m ^ I mp*i mPti

16 -100001.21 .697 .201 50001.53 .644 .186 .671 .194
17 -50001.73 .628 .181 50000.22 .568 .164 .599 .173
18 .68 .608 .176 50000.52 .488 .141 .551 .159
19 49998.83 .593 .171 49999.74 .534 .154 .564 .163
20 99997.50 .607 .175 49999.04 .540 .156 .574 .166

21 -100001.24 .501 .145 100000.40 .673 .194 .593 .171
22 -50002.50 .707 .204 99999.64 .652 .188 .680 .196
23 .49 .689 .199 100000.32 .387 .112 .559 .161
24 49998.67 .688 .199 99999.09 .870 .251 .784 .226
25 99996.69 .853 .246 99998.83 .860 .248 .856 .247

Total mx = .693
= .200

rriy = .634 = .664mpt
= .183 mpt = *192Wy

Weighted mean of three PSK comparator coordinate
transfer sets—grid 1320

1 -100000.28 .816 .235 -99999.05 .913 .263 .865 .250
2 -50000.58 .978 .282 -99999.96 .629 .182 .823 .237
3 .72 .725 .209 -99999.88 .754 .218 .740 .214
4 50001.07 .741 .214 -100000.72 .547 .158 .651 .188
5 100001.54 .900 .260 -100001.51 .782 .226 .843 .243

6 -99999.89 .841 .243 -49999.27 .911 .263 .877 .253
7 -50000.29 .694 .200 -50000.20 .929 .268 .820 .237
8 1.09 .532 .154 -50000.15 .710 .205 .627 .181
9 50000.72 .796 .230 -50001.13 .997 .288 .902 .260

10 99999.88 .934 .270 -50002.44 .735 .212 .841 .243

11 -99999.13 1.032 .298 2.45 .755 .218 .904 .261
12 -49999.40 .570 .164 1.17 .882 .255 .742 .214
13 2.66 .465 .134 2.06 .768 .222 .635 .183
14 50001.14 .737 .213 1.34 .856 .247 .799 .231
15 100000.16 .882 .255 .26 .620 .179 .763 .220

16 -100001.00 .560 .162 50000.69 .954 .275 .783 .226
17 -50001.33 .999 .288 49999.71 .724 .209 .872 .252
18 .76 .851 .246 50000.42 .755 .218 .805 .232
19 49998.81 1.032 .298 49999.32 .773 .223 .911 .263
20 99997.78 .989 .285 49999.07 .743 .214 .874 .252

21 -100001.00 .733 .211 99999.54 1.121 .324 .947 .273
22 -50001.05 .771 .223 99999.13 .937 .270 .858 .248
23 .73 .750 .216 100000.11 .845 .244 .799 .231
24 49998.85 .674 .194 99999.52 1.045 .302 .879 .254
25 99997.99 .957 .276 99999.54 .897 .259 .927 .268

Total mx = .814
mx = .235

m = .834
my == .241

mpt = .824
m—t = .238

For the trilateration coordinate set, table 3 shows the 
standard deviation of each coordinate (mx,my,mpt), the 
standard error of an observation of unit weight (m0) as 
determined from the trilateration adjustment (Malhotra 
1968, Poetzschke 1967), and the pooled standard 
deviation for a grid intersection (mpt).

For each of the coordinate transfer coordinate sets, 
the standard deviation of a coordinate observation of 
unit weight (imXi, my., mpti) and the standard deviation 
of the weighted mean coordinate (mxp m^., mpf.) are 
listed in table 3. Also the pooled standard deviations 
(total mx, mx, my, mpt, rripj) for a coordinate of a
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set are given (under the premise that all x- and all 
y-coordinates of all grid intersections are of equal 
quality). These pooled statistics represent the grid 
calibration accuracy as determined from a single compar
ator. The standard deviation formulas for these statistics

For each grid intersection, the standard deviation of a 
coordinate (point) observation of unit weight is given
by:

£ - xw)

£ wi <(?i ~ yw)

(9)

m

y <wi (xi~xw)2 + (y,* - yw)

2 (» - 1)

and the standard deviation of a weighted mean coordi
nate (at a particular intersection) is given by:

(n - 1)

(n - 1)

+ m-
(12)

For these equations,

n = total number of cases, 
ivi = ith case weight, 
p = total number of grid intersections.

For the grid, the standard deviation of a coordinate
observation of unit weight is given by:  

111 I[wj (xj ~ *«,)2]|

p(n- 1)

Hi[wj(?i ~ ^)2]|

(13)

p (n - 1)

Vm\ + m\

—— * (14> 

and the standard deviation of weighted mean coordinate
is given by:

p(n - 1)

lml+

mP» = V 2
ml

(16)

ACCURACY DETERMINATION 
The precision (ror) of the coordinate transfer technique 

for the test grid plate 1320 was shown to be +0.933 jum 
for the Mann comparator measurements and ±0.852 pm 
for the PSK comparator measurements. The correspond
ing individual accuracies of the coordinate transfer 
values of grid 1320 are ±0.664 pm for the Mann
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measurements and ±0.824 /im for the PSK measure
ments. The pooled standard error of a trilateration grid 
intersection is ±0.462 /im.

Since three independent determinations of the coordi
nates of grid 1320 were made, it would be desirable to 
compute a grand mean set of grid coordinates and its 
accuracy statistic. Also, to evaluate the accuracy of each 
of the individual determinations of grid coordinates, a 
statistical comparison of their values and a complete 
error propagation are required. The general development 
of grid accuracy formulas involves the following seven 
basic computation steps:

(1) Determine the individual grid coordinate sets 
(*i)-

(2) Compute the grand mean-coordinate set (x).
Note: If the accuracies of the individual grid coordi

nate determinations are known a priori, then 
the grand weighted mean-coordinate set (X) 
should be computed, using reciprocal variances 
as weights. Following this computation, pro
ceed with only the computations outlined in 
steps 3, 4, and 7, using weights and the grand 
weighted mean.

(3) Compute the variance of differences (Oj.) be
tween the individual grid coordinate sets and the 
grand mean-coordinate set.

(4) Determine the accuracy of each independent 
coordinate set (ox.).

(5) Determine the accuracy of the grand mean- 
coordinate set (ox).

(6) Compute the grand weighted mean-coordinate 
set (X).

(7) Determine the accuracy of the grand weighted 
mean-coordinate set (o%).

When only two independent determinations of the 
coordinates of a grid have been made, the grand 
mean-coordinate set should be computed. Its accuracy 
statistic is the pooled standard deviation of both 
independent sets from the grand mean-coordinate set.

When three or more independent determinations of 
the coordinates of a grid have been made, the seven basic 
steps outlined above must be followed. Development of 
the error propagation formulas involved in these steps is 
a complex problem. Because of the unusual character of 
this problem, neither matrix nor conventional notation 
alone conveniently decribes the mathematical operations 
performed. Therefore, several of the seven computation 
steps are derived in either or both notations.

Nota Bene: Conventional equation numbers include a 
small letter, and the corresponding matrix equation 
number includes the corresponding capital letter; for

example, (17a) refers to the conventional notation 
equation whose counterpart matrix equation is denoted
(17A).

Grid Accuracy Formula Development 
Let: k = the number of independent grid coordi

nate sets.
X{ = the grid coordinates of an independent set.
u)( = the weight assigned to the independent 

coordinate set Xj.
X = a column vector of the independent coor

dinate sets, k sets in length.
W = a diagonal matrix containing the weights 

assigned to the independent coordinate 
sets of X.

E = a column vector of units, k units in length.

XI
"l Wi 0 0 . . . . 0

X2 1 0 W 2 0 . . . . 0

*3 1 0 0 u>3 . . . . 0
x= •

E =

.

W =

• •

xk 1 0 0 0 . . • • wk
k —

(1) Determine the individual grid coordinate sets
(*i)«

For example, for grid 1320, Mann = x1? 
PSK = x2, trilateration = x3. These coordinate 
sets are given in table 3.

(2) Compute the grand mean-coordinate set (x) by 
means of equation (17), using unit weights.

k

x = —----------- (17a)

£ <•>

;=i

X = (.E'WE)-‘ E'WX (17A)

The accuracy of the grand mean-coordinate set 
(crx) is derived by applying the general law of 
error propagation:
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Xv
X = (E'WE)'1 E'W2 Cx E (E'WEy1. (18A)

Note: (E'WE) 1 is a scalar :

x (wi)

i= 1and Xx = a! is a 1 by 1.

Therefore,

-2 k
4s|IwJ X (*?«£,) (18b)

= (E'WE)-2 E'W2 (18B)

(3) Compute the variance of differences (o$.) be
tween individual grid coordinate sets and the 
grand mean-coordinate set by

di = *, - x (19a)

D = X - EX. (19A)

The variance of differences for each coordi
nate set is computed using equation (1), replac
ing m2. with o%.. However, to provide a basis for 
the formula development of the accuracy of the 
individual coordinate set determinations, the 
following equation expansion and error propaga
tion is required:

From equations (17A) and (19A):

D = X - E(E'WEy1 E'WX.

Since (E'WE)-1 is a scalar, this may be 
rewritten as

D = [I - (E’WE)-1 EE’W], (19B) 

or D = GX,

where G = [I - (E'WE)-1 EE’W]X

Note: G is idempotent and therefore singular.

By error propagation of equation (19B),

rG\ (20A)

or propagated from equation (19a),

°di = ~ 20xx- (20a)

(4) Determine the accuracy of each independent 
coordinate set (ox.).

Equation (17a) is a function of the general 
form y - gx. By error propagation, the co- 
variance of function y with parameters x is 
°yx - 8 °x' Therefore, the covariance of x^ 
with x for equation (17a) is:

v = r- <2U>

1 w
1=1

The expanded form of the variance of differ
ences, equation (20b), is obtained by substi
tuting equations (18a) and (21a) into equation 
(20a).

2 (“’*•

A solution for ox. in this equation form is not 
apparent and the solution for Xx in equation

(20A) is indeterminant due to the singularity of 
G. Therefore, a parallel matrix derivation of 
equation (20b) is presented. The diagonal ele
ments of X/) are known by computation using 

equation (1). Since Xx is a diagonal matrix,

because of the independence of coordinate set 
determinations, an alternative matrix approach 
is used, with column vectors for the diagonal
elements of X#, *X> and Zfxx (denoted by

V y V
D, “X* and XX)•
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Equation (20a), rewritten in matrix column 
notation is:

(20A')

Equation (18B) in matrix column notation is:

Y = (E’WE)-2 E'W2 Y , (18B')

By error propagation of equation (17A), the 
covariance of the function is:

(JE'WE)-> wj,
(21 A)

Substituting equations (18B') and (21 A) into 
equation (20Af), we obtain

+ E(E’WE)~2 EW2

- 2 (E’WEy1 W

(20B)

which, after simplifying by collecting common
terms, becomes 

I + (E'WEy2 EE'W2 - 2 (E'WE)~l

(20C)

An inspection of the coefficient matrix of 
equation (20C) reveals that it is composed of the 
squared elements of the matrix G (see equation 
19B) and therefore could have been derived 
directly from the expanded form of equation 
(20A).

Equation (20C) can be solved uniquely for the
individual coordinate set variances (o2.^ Xjf), as

there are k equations containing k unknown 
variances.
Let:

F = / + (E’WEf2 EE’W2 - 2 (E’WEy1 W (22)

(20D)

Therefore,

r̂D + (23)

where the additional term (H”) represents the 
known variance of the master grid coordinates 
used in the coordinate transfer sets. For “null” 
method determination values, for example, tri- 
lateration values, this term is zero.

Because of the patterned structure of F, a 
simplification in the inverse computation is 
possible as follows:

F = [W~2 - 2 (E’WE)'1 W'1

+ (E’WE)-2 EE’] W2.

Let
S = W~2 - 2 (E’WE)'1 W~l

Note: S is diagonal and therefore easily in
verted.)

F = [S + (E’WE)-2 EE’] W2 

F-1 = W'2 [S + (E’WE)~2 EE’]-1

By matrix identity:

[S + (E’WE)'2 EE’Y1

= S-1 + S-1 E[ - (E’WE)2 - E’S-1 E]-1 E’S'1

Note: E’ S 1 E is a scalar.

Hence,

F~1 = W~2 S'1 j/ - [(E'WE)2 

+ E'S-1 E]-'EE'S-l\.

The error propagation may be further simpli
fied when W = /, as E’WE = k, and therefore 
equation (22) becomes

F = I EE' W2 --W.
k
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Therefore,

F = A\(k2 -2k)I + EE?\, (24)

which is a k-square matrix of the following 
form:

F = 2. 
k2

(*- l)2 
1 
1

1 1 . . 
i(fc-i)2/ i . . 

i (*-1)2 . .

. i 

. i 

. i

1 1 1 (k -1)*

This is a super symmetric matrix whose inverse 
form is:

Therefore, the simplified version of equation
(23), when W = I, is: 

 

_____L__
(*-2)(*-l)

\k(k-l)I + H°. (26)

(5) Determine the accuracy of the grand mean- 
coordinate set (ay).

Since unit weights are used to compute the 
grand mean-coordinate set, the accuracy equa
tions (18b) and (18B') may be simplified to:

■>}- p l Kf) W

1=1

2x = (E'E)-2 E' X*. (18C)

(6) Compute the grand weighted mean-coordinate 
set (X).

The reciprocal of the variance of each inde
pendent coordinate set, as determined by equa-

tion (23) or (26) of step 4, is the appropriate 
set weight to be applied in equation (17a) or 
(17A) to obtain X.

(7) Determine the accuracy of the grand weighted 
mean-coordinate set (aj).

This value is computed using the appropriate 
set weights in equation (18b) or (18B').

Accuracy Determination for Grid 1320

For grid 1320 the individual grid coordinate sets are 
given in table 3 and the grand mean coordinate set (x of 
step 2) is presented in table 4. Weight one was initially 
chosen as the most appropriate weight for the combina
tion of one trilateration set and two independent
coordinate transfer sets. The variance vector (X# of

step 3) of differences between the independent coordi
nate sets and the grand mean was computed from the 
values presented in tables 3 and 4 using equation (1).
The variance vector (Xj^ of step 4) of each independent

coordinate set was computed as follows:

Given: k = 3 
w - i

(20D)

o2Y v aM -*

- °P-T
4-*

”0.20521“
1
9

1 i r

0.07529 1 4 1 4
0.16764 1 1 4 Oj

where:

M = Mann comparator set of coordinates. 
P = PSK set of coordinates.
T = Trilateration set of coordinates. 
x = Grand mean set of coordinates.
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Solution:

°M

4
_4_

_5 -1 -f "o.20521_ _09_

-1 5 -1 0.07528 + .09
-1 -1 5 0.16764 0

0.48156

0.09178

0.27886

Note: the value 0.09 represents the variance of the 
master grid 773 that was used in the Mann 
and PSK coordinate transfers.

The grand weighted mean-coordinate set (X of step 6) 
computed is given in table 5. The reciprocals of the
computed Sjf were the appropriate weights used. The

accuracy of both mean coordinate sets (x of step 2 and 
X of step 6) was computed by equation (18B').

In summary, the accuracy of the determination of grid 
1320 is indicated by the following standard errors:

0.694 /im for the Mann comparator set,
0.303 iim for the Zeiss PSK set,
0.528 jum for the trilateration set,
0.308 jum for the grand mean set,
0.246 Jim for the grand weighted mean set.

The fact that these accuracy determinations are 
significantly lower than the grid precision determina
tions (mr) is very rewarding as it demonstrates the 
absence of significant biases in the various independent 
methods.

A graphic display of these final coordinate sets is 
presented in figures 1 and 2. In figure 1, the reference 
reseau represents the manufacturer’s intended “square” 
grid intersections. Note the generally parallel trend 
created by the nonlinear path of the engraving tool in

TABLE 4.—Grand mean-coordinate set for grid 1320

Point # X mx mx Y ni y my mPt mpt

1 -99999.99 .586 .338 -99998.85 .298 .172 .465 .268
2 -50000.31 .240 .139 -100000.17 .622 .359 .472 .272
3 .96 .235 .136 -99999.56 .444 .257 .355 .205
4 50001.31 .846 .488 -100001.02 .263 .152 .626 .362
5 100001.23 .295 .170 -100001.52 .450 .260 .381 .220

6 -99999.37 .755 .436 -49999.25 .176 .101 .548 .316
7 -50000.00 .451 .260 -50000.29 .087 .050 .325 .187
8 1.25 .336 .194 -50000.18 .386 .223 .362 .209
9 50000.93 .196 .113 -50001.54 .515 .297 .389 .225

10 99999.93 .558 .322 -50002.75 .365 .211 .471 .272

11 -99999.08 .102 .059 2.95 .472 .273 .342 .197
12 -49999.48 .070 .040 1.24 .217 .125 .161 .093
13 2.60 .642 .370 .198 .075 .043 .457 .264
14 50001.08 .125 .072 .97 .317 .183 .241 .139
15 99999.81 .467 .270 .03 .791 .456 .649 .375

16 -100000.99 .210 .121 50001.00 .462 .267 .359 .207
17 -50001.60 .243 .140 49999.85 .324 .187 .286 .165
18 .70 .049 .028 50000.26 .356 .205 .254 .147
19 49999.25 .748 .432 49999.34 .381 .220 .593 .343
20 99997.97 .601 .347 49999.17 .211 .122 .451 .260

21 -100001.24 .260 .150 99999.88 .457 .264 .372 .215
22 -50001.30 1.079 .623 99999.47 .300 .173 .792 .457
23 .32 .504 .291 100000.43 .402 .232 .456 .263
24 49998.33 .741 .428 99999.40 .284 .164 .561 .324
25 99997.63 .829 .478 99999.10 .378 .218 .644 .372

Total mx = .526
m^- = .303

niy. = .393
my = .227

mpt = .464
mpt= 268
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TABLE 5.—Grand weighted mean-coordinate set for grid 1320

Point # X mx mT Y my my mPt mpt

1 -100000.18 .402 .232 -99998.97 .212 .123 .321 .186
2 -50000.44 .224 .129 -100000.12 .494 .285 .384 .222
3 .83 .207 .119 -99999.75 .330 .190 .275 .159
4 50001.12 .572 .330 -100000.87 .253 .146 .442 .255
5 100001.36 .298 .172 -100001.47 .315 .182 .307 .177

6 -99999.67 .549 .317 -49999.25 .128 .074 .399 .230
7 -50000.10 .401 .231 -50000.24 .087 .050 .290 .167
8 1.20 .283 .164 -50000.12 .267 .154 .275 .159
9 50000.82 .184 .106 -50001.31 .396 .229 .309 .178

10 99999.85 .384 .222 -50002.57 .286 .165 .339 .196

11 -99999.11 .070 .040 2.69 .437 .252 .313 .181
12 -49999.44 .069 .040 1.18 .147 .085 .115 .066
13 2.68 .445 .257 2.02 .076 .044 .319 .184
14 50001.10 .104 .060 1.15 .307 .177 .229 .132
15 99999.94 .431 .249 .21 .534 .309 .486 .280

16 -100000.98 .150 .087 50000.81 .338 .195 .262 .151
17 -50001.46 .246 .142 49999.75 .220 .127 .233 .135
18 .73 .049 .028 50000.30 .293 .169 .210 .121
19 49999.09 .655 .378 49999.29 .264 .152 .499 .288
20 99997.93 .478 .276 49999.13 .179 .104 .361 .208

21 -100001.13 .261 .151 99999.68 .347 .200 .307 .177
22 -50001.08 .731 .422 99999.30 .304 .175 .560 .323
23 .49 .480 .277 100000.30 .386 .223 .435 .251
24 49998.52 .676 .390 99999.48 .193 .111 .497 .287
25 99997.87 .564 .326 99999.32 .367 .212 .476 .275

Total mx = .407 my = .308 mpt= 361
= .235 my = .178 m-t = .209

both x and y directions. The variations in the engraving
tool spacing are also discernible. Figure 2 portrays the 
same data referenced to the grand weighted mean set as
the reseau. This is essentially a graphic representation of
the standard errors given above, broken down into their
individual grid locations. Table 5 shows these individual
grid location standard errors.

GRID 773—A TRILATERATION COMPARISON

As previously mentioned, grid 773 was chosen as a 
master grid for the coordinate transfer of grid 1320. To 
provide the reader with a realistic comparison and 
evaluation of the relative merits of both methods, an 
accuracy computation, as outlined in the previous 
section, was performed on the five trilaterations of grid 
773. For each trilateration set, a relative weight was 
computed equal to the reciprocal of the trilateration 
adjustment variance of an observation of unit weight. 
The resultant accuracies, portrayed as standard errors, 
are as follows:

Trilateration Standard error
set jum

1 ± 0.955
2 + 1.132
3 ± .580
4 ± .791
5 ± .682

Grand weighted 

mean ± .382

Plots of these coordinate sets are shown in figures 3 
and 4, with the reference reseaus representing the 
manufacturer’s intended square grid intersections in 
figure 3 and the reference reseaus representing the grand 
weighted mean set of values in figure 4. These plots 
correspond to figures 1 and 2 for the coordinate transfer 
method. The reader should note that although the 
coordinate transfer method provides more consistent 
results, it is not a replacement method for trilateration 
of grids but rather an efficient, less costly successor to 
an initial trilateration.
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FIGURE 1.—Three independent determinations of grid 1320 referenced to the manufacturer's intended square reseau.
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FIGURE 2.—Differences between three independent determinations of grid 1320 referenced to their grand

weighted mean-coordinate set.
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GRID 773 TRILAT 5 SCALED TO MEAN OF ALL 5
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FIGURE 3.-Five trilateration determinations of grid 773 referenced to the manufacturer’s intended square reseau.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED 
IMPROVEMENTS

The coordinate transfer method of grid calibration 
relies heavily on the stability and repeatability of the 
measuring two-axis comparator. Any variations in the 
comparator during the interval between the comparator 
calibration and the measurement of the new grid plate 
will bias the resultant coordinates systematically.

In the National Ocean Survey (NOS) worldwide 
satellite triangulation program, Mann monocomparators 
are used exclusively for plate measurements. Investiga
tions of the residuals produced by plate measurement 
reduction programs have revealed the presence of small 
systematic biases that were traced to variable thermal 
loads on the reticle-carrying comparator overarm. This 
source of error was overcome by placing the reticle 
beneath the stage plate into the more stable comparator 
base. The reticle is now projected optically from the 
base to the emulsion plane. As a result, the modified 
Mann comparator adheres more closely to the Abbe 
comparator principle (Schwidefsky 1960).

An improved alternative method for the coordinate 
transfer technique of grid calibration is now possible as a 
result of the modification. The projection distance of 
the understage reticle may now be shifted up through a 
range of the standard 0.25-inch thickness of a glass grid 
plate. This will allow the simultaneous placement of the 
Master grid plate and the new grid plate, in an 
emulsion-to-emulsion fashion, on the comparator. Mea
suring may then be carried out in a point-to-point 
alternating procedure on one grid and then on the other. 
This will require a slight offset of the two grids unless 
they are engraved at different intervals. The noteworthy 
feature of this technique is the achievement of simulta
neous comparator calibration and coordinate transfer 
grid calibration in which most of the time-variant 
comparator biases are removed. However, small periodic 
variations in the screw intervals between the two grid 
locations will not be removed, but should be minimized 
by the redundant measuring procedure of the coordinate 
transfer method.

Another recommended improvement to coordinate 
transfer is to use the known variance of the Master grid 
plate in the data reduction adjustment programs, rather 
than to assume the Master grid is uniformly invariant.

In conclusion, as a result of the test calibration of grid 
1320, the NOS has a current capability—with written 
computer programs and documented measuring proce
dures—to perform grid calibrations under a state of 
rigorous statistical control.
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